






The artists speaking with Estrellita 

Brodsky, Curator of Latin American 

at The Met Museum 



A new edition of KOLAPSE, a global conversation to reimagine our world, was launched during Art Basel Miami, in or on November 2021. 'Rhythms in Nature' 

was the first of a series of art exhibitions centered around the organic world, curated by Victoria Giraudo, former curator at MALBA museum.

Various media works were featured, including Fernando Brizuela’s watercolors studies of flora in wreathes; Edo Costantini's photographs on the impermanence 

and fragility of life; Manuel Esnoz new paintings related to the remanent patterns, grids, and signs of ancient civilizations; Santiago Quesnel mysterious and 

suggestive rural landscape paintings on paper; and Zoe Di Rienzo’s animated video piece, linked to the passage of time in nature, and Luciano Garbati's human 

heart bronze sculpture.

The show was on view from Tuesday November 30th through Saturday December 4th at Miami Yoga Garage, a home for traditional yoga practice founded by 

Tim Feldmann and Kino MacGregor, in Wynwood. ‘Rhythms in Nature is centered in mother nature, regarding the passing of time, its rhythm, and most of all, its 

fragility. These artists address fundamental struggles between nature and civilization, and exposes the concern with our deteriorating earth. They respond to 

contemporary conditions regarding environment and life around the world—Rhythms in Nature dares to speculate on what the coming years may bring', stated 

Victoria Giraudo.

During 2022, the exhibition will travel to Mexico City, Sao Paulo and Buenos Aires and a catalog with essays and writings will be published to accompany the 

show.

ABOUT THE EXHIBITION



Luciano Garbati, Fernando 

Brizuela and Edo Costantini 



KOLAPSE brings together storytellers – artists, filmmakers, leaders, activists, musicians and writers – from around the world to 

present their work and engage in urgent discussions on the future of our planet. KOLAPSE aims to inspire people to take action and 

reimagine the world in which we might live. This year’s focus is on the world’s water resources, one of the greatest challenges facing 

our planet. 

Since KOLAPSE was launched in 2019, it has been joined by Patti Smith, Singer and Poet; Jesse Paris Smith, musician and founder 

'Pathway to Paris'; Tibetan musician Tenzin Choegya; Argentine poet and journalist Fabian Casas;  Icelandic writer, filmmaker and 

activist Andri Snær Magnason; musician Högni Egilsson; visual artist Ernesto Neto; environmentalist and fashion designer Oskar 

Metsavaht; singer and filmmaker Ava Rocha; music band The Orpheists; American writer David Rieff; filmmaker Julia Jansch, 

professor Ross Fitzgerald; cinematographer Sturla Brandth Grøvlen;  writer Pablo Servigne; activist Youth for Climate Bruno 

Rodriguez; activist Nicole Becker; Argentine author Bernardo Kliksberg; singer, songwriter Chiara Parravicini; novelist and essayist 

J.M. Coeztee; CEO Freewill Toshi Asaba; Japanese artist Makoto Ofune; singer and composer Leo Garcia; musician, composer and 

producer Axel Krygier, Salvet and percussionist Mauro Refosco.

ABOUT KOLAPSE



SELECTED ARTWORKS

Edo Costantini
Green Plants & Rock, Long 
Branch, 2020
Photographic print on 
HahneMuhle Photo Rag Bright, 
146 x 112 cm



Fernando Brizuela
Corona I and II, 2021
Watercolor on paper



Manuel Esnoz
Pintura constructiva con casa y máscara, 2021
Oil on canvas, 180 x 180 cm



Zoe Di Rienzo
Spaccatta, 2021
Video, 7:58 min, Edition of 3 + 1AP
Produced in collaboration with Alfredo Dufour. 
Piano improvisation by Juan Sorrentino



Santiago Quesnel
Creímos que tendríamos tiempo, 2021
Oil on polyester paper, 102 x 145 cm

Santiago Quesnel
Tras los pasos de nuestro aire, 2020
Oil on polyester paper, 180 x 200 cm



Luciano Garbati
Corpus, 2020
Sculpture in bronce, 1/3 + 1AP
35 x 22 x 22 cm



FERNANDO BRIZUELA (Buenos Aires, 1971).

Artist, curator, museographer and senior preparator of exhibitions. Professor of Painting, National 

School of Fine Arts Prilidiano Pueyrredón. Also trained with artists Carolina Antoniadis and Juan 

Doffo. Worked in the museography department at MALBA, Buenos Aires (2001-2012).

He takes sculpture, watercolors and ceramics as a means of expression. His interest in botany 

made him take flowers, leaves and other plant structures as the central axis of his work: Cannabis 

monsters, paintings that form varieties of floral ornaments, ceramics that refer to the nature of 

plants. Focusing on issues such as warfare, poaching, hallucinogenic plants, or social conflicts, he 

poses a game between what is allowed or socially accepted, and what is forbidden or incorrect. 

Mesmerizing and seducing through the attractiveness, the aesthetic and the provocative of the 

image, it forces the viewer to question and value these contradictions.

@brizuela743

DIDEROT.ART Gallery, Buenos Aires

ABOUT THE ARTISTS

EDO COSTANTINI (Buenos Aires, 1976)

Lives and works with photography, film and music between out of Katonah, New York and recently, 

Miami). Edo’s work as a photographer has been featured in I-D Magazine UK, BIG Magazine 

(Buenos Aires edition) and other art publications. In 2019, his series ‘a flower is not a flower’ was 

shown at Olsen Gruin Gallery in New York, as part the winter exhibition ‘In Sight’. In 2019 Edo 

founded The Orpheists, a collaborative band for which he, on piano, writes the music and then 

invites other musicians to contribute to the pieces. The Final Blow, their debut short album is due to 

be released in January 2021, featuring Mauro Refosco (percussion), Gabriel Cabezas (cello), and 

Jake Owens (electronics and mixing). This EP will be the score to a film with the same name. 

Founder of KABINETT, a company dedicated to producing and distributing quality films, music and 

art. In 2019, concerned about the future of our planet, the company launched KOLAPSE, a global 

conversation to rethink the world. In 2007, Edo became the main investor and active partner of 

MUBI, an online film-streaming platform. Former Executive Director of MALBA (Museo de Arte 

Latinoamericano de Buenos Aires (2001-2016). GALERIA MARIO COHAN, São Paulo

@ecostantini

http://wearekabinett.com/
https://www.kolapse.com/


MANUEL ESNOZ (Buenos Aires, 1974, lives and works in New York).

He started showing his work in the early 90’s, while participating in a scholarship program 

founded by Guillermo Kuitca. In 2004 he participated also from the SPHN Residence, in Berlin.

Over the years some procedures became constants in his production. Appropriations and 

extractions, such as those of using and mixing “connect the dots” games, Ben Day dots, 

halftones etc. Deconstruction and reconstruction, divisionism, in sum, the conversion of a source 

material into particles organized and arranged in the surface of a canvas. His recent work, 

developed last year during lockdown, is inspired by universal constructivism and the iconography 

of Joaquín Torres-García. 

Manuel Esnoz is represented by Kravetz Wheby Gallery, New York, since 1997, where he has 

been participating in group exhibitions, solo exhibitions and art fairs in USA, Argentina, Brazil, 

México, Costa Rica, Colombia, Canada, Spain, Germany, Switzerland, Italy and France.

@manuelesnoz

KRAVETZ WHEBY GALLERY, New York

ABOUT THE ARTISTS

SANTIAGO QUESNEL (Buenos Aires, 1975) educated at the University of Buenos Aires, 

studied with Jorge Dermigian and Héctor Destefanis, and participated in work clinics with Tomas 

Espina and Fabián Burgos. He has had solo exhibitions at Recoleta Cultural Center, Jardin Oculto 

Gallery, Bacano Gallery, La Casa de Tucumán and the LUX Art Institute (California) Laca Projects. 

His work can be found in private collections from Argentina, Uruguay, France, England, United 

States, among others.

Inspired by his upbringing in the rural pampas of Argentina, where he spent his time surrounded by 

an exuberant topography that ultimately fostered his fascination for creations drawn from pictorial 

memory. Quesnel's initial pursuit of filmmaking in college led him to explore in painting his unusual 

landscape creations that emit a sublime yet strange aura and doubly imply a sense of loneliness 

mixed with divine or human presence.

@santiagoquesnel

SMART GALLERY, Buenos Aires



ZOE DI RIENZO (Córdoba, 1974, lives and works in Buenos Aires)

Licentiate in Painting, Universidad Nacional de Córdoba (2001). She received scholarships from 

National Endowment for the Arts (2014 and 2015) and from Centro Cultural Rojas (2006). Her 

work was recognized with an Honorable Mention by Klemm Prize - Federico Jorge Klemm 

Foundation (2012). 

Di Rienzo participated in numerous exhibitions as a performer and visual artist in Argentina and 

abroad.

Through different mediums as performance, painting, collage, sculpture, photography, video, 

installation, and writing, she addresses oral or written stories, related to art and intimacy. Those 

tales, usually, are self-referenced conceptual polymorphic and omnivorous works. 

@zoedirienzo

www.zoedirienzo.com 

MIRANDA BOSCH GALLERY, Buenos Aires

ABOUT THE ARTISTS

LUCIANO GARBATI (Argentina,1973)

He attended the National School of arts where he graduated as a Sculpture professor in 1996. 

During those years he travelled several times to Carrara, Italy, in order to acquire the carving 

techniques.  While he was attending the third year at the Superior School of Arts in Buenos Aires 

during 2001, he won a scholarship granted by the National Fund of Arts and the Italian Culture 

Institute to attend a Master in Sculpture in Rome, Italy. He also attended several courses in order to 

learn various techniques such as bronze foundry or resin and fiberglass utilization, academic 

seminars in philosophy and aesthetics  as well as guided conceptual reflexion on his own work.

@lucianogarbati

http://www.zoedirienzo.com/


VICTORIA GIRAUDO (Córdoba, Argentina, 1972) is an Independent Curator and 

Researcher, Doctoral Fellow at University of Buenos Aires, and former Chief Curator MALBA, 

Buenos Aires, where she worked from 2001 to 2020.

Giraudo has curated several mayor exhibitions at MALBA, including Remedios Varo: 

Constelaciones (co-curated with Carlos A. Molina); Arte Latinoamericano. 1900-1970. Colección 

MALBA (2018-2020); Cindy Sherman / Richard Prince (co-curated with Gunnar Kvaran, 2018); 

México Moderno. Vanguardia y Revolución (with Sharon Jazzan and Ariadna Patiño, 2017-2018); 

Alicia Penalba, escultora (2016); Antropofagia y Modernidad. Arte brasilero de la Colección Fadel 

(2016 at MUNAL, México and 2017 at MALBA); Annemarie Heinrich (co-curated with Agustín 

Pérez Rubio, 2015); Le Parc Lumiere, Daros Collection (co-curated with Hans-Michael Herzog, 

2014); Encuentros / Tensiones. Arte latinoamericano contemporáneo (2013), among others. 

She wrote the monograph, Alicia Penalba. Paris Après Guerre, to be published soon by Fondation 

Giacometti, Paris. She has also organized and coordinated many exhibitions, seminars, and 

published critical texts on catalogues and books.

@vicgiraudo

ABOUT THE CURATOR



ON THE PRESS

La Nación (Argentina) 



Thank you!

kolapse.com 
hola@kolapse.com 
edo 917-226-0729

http://www.kolapse.com
mailto:hola@kolapse.com

